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Crystal
vision
Jo Sampson is a creative powerhouse.

How did the design collaboration with Waterford come about?
blacksheep (the commercial interior design practice founded with my
husband tim mutton) was designing for Wedgwood, Waterford and royal
doulton. i had a great relationship with Waterford’s brand director regan
iglesia, and we discussed how the company could be represented
in a more contemporary way.
The pieces are incredibly detailed – was the production challenging? Was
it difficult to incorporate the functional aspect without compromising
the aesthetic? the clean crystal panels are the feature, so the key was to
hide the structural elements. they look simple and elegant; there was a lot of
research and development to achieve the clean lines. the crystal is strong,
yet fragile, the edges are vulnerable and so had to be within a frame. as we
ship these products globally, weight and inherent strength were important.
Your collection is incredibly glamorous – what did you have in mind
when you were designing it? Waterford has a history of creating exquisite
and glamorous pieces and i wanted to expand on that in a modern way.
i wanted to create furniture which can be a focal point in a room, like a
fireplace. it was essential that the items are lit. it’s a beautiful play on
something having two functions – furniture which is also a light source.
the overall effect is very glamorous but that is due to the inherent beauty
of crystal. i am always amazed when i see the full-length mirror and the
impact it has on a space, whether in an industrial setting or a five-star hotel.
What is your personal design aesthetic? i love eclectic! i love contemporary
design as much as a traditional chesterfield sofa. i don’t like clutter, i find it
oppressive but i’m no minimalist as i find it inspiring to have beautiful
objects around me. i am a total convert to drinking wine out of crystal now!
You are very busy as co-owner and creative director of Blacksheep, owner
of Jo Sampson Studio and mother of two girls – how do you stay
motivated and where do you find inspiration? motivation has never been
an issue. my parents instilled a good work ethic and taught me and my
siblings to grab opportunities. i do a job which i love, so it doesn’t feel like
work. going to a gallery with my family or going to a restaurant is a great
immersive experience – inspiration is everywhere for a designer.
Whose design work – product and/or interiors – do you admire? Have you
had any significant mentors? i worked for michele de lucchi in milan in my
early 20s, and he had a phenomenal impact. i also worked for sir terence
conran, and everything he created was inspirational. also my husband tim
with whom i built blacksheep from scratch. We both worked incredibly
hard, we kept each other going and created something brilliant and unique.
Blacksheep has attracted much acclaim and won many awards. Is there
a project that was particularly close to your heart? as creative director, all
the projects are significant, from the cuckoo club and gillray’s restaurant in
london, to Jamie’s italian restaurants, and boujis in hong kong.
What kind of research do you do when embarking on a new project?
there is nothing like being out on the streets and just experiencing what
is happening around you. i love going to theatres, markets, restaurants,
eating and drinking and just soaking up the atmosphere. travel is a big
part of what we do and we always get inspired by what we see.
How is 2013 shaping up? i will continue to work with Waterford, while
expanding the Jo sampson studio portfolio in the lifestyle arena. i’m
interested in helping brands redefine themselves to a new audience.
For more go to blacksheep.uk.com or na.wwrd.com.
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